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editorial

by IAN DOWMAN

Integrating data and the effects of Covid-19

Despite the huge disruption caused by the Covid-19
global pandemic, we are publishing the second
issue of GW for 2020. This is not quite normal
as we would expect to be including a preview of
GEO Business which has now been postponed
until September. In addition, there are no other
meeting reports as all relevant events have been
cancelled or postponed. There has, however, been
significant activity from the UK government and
James Kavanagh reviews this in his column. We
also highlight the initiatives from the Geospatial
Commission in our news section. Undercurrents
includes some news on how some sectors of
our profession are managing and some useful
comments on legal consequences of the lockdown.
Our focus this summer is on 3D cities and the article
by Jantien Stoter and colleagues on the State of
the Art in 3D City Modelling reviews this topic. The
article by Maria de Farago introduces a novel use
for interferometric SAR (InSAR). The use of InSAR to
detect small movement of the ground, particularly with
the technique of persistent scattering, has been known
for some time; see Ren Capes’ article in the 2019
March-April GW, for example. However, Telespazio has
developed a technique for monitoring the movement
of buildings and incorporated this with BIM, which
it has called Satellite Structural Health Monitoring
(S-SHMTM). This shows how the integration of data from
different sources can provide valuable information. This
same theme is demonstrated in Lemmen’s article on
Simultaneous Capturing of Lidar and Imagery.
Moving away from 3D city modelling, we have an
interview with Mark Heine, CEO of Fugro, in which he
not only focuses on the importance of surveying the
oceans but also highlights the need for companies
to be sustainable. Heine says: “Through the nature
of our work, we provide information about the earth
and structures built upon it to help design, build and
operate our client’s assets in a safe, sustainable and
efficient manner”. Hydrography plays an increasingly
large role for Fugro, also because of climate change,
as we map coastlines and coastal zones to learn more
about tsunami hazards or rising sea levels. These are
themes that GW has been stressing for some time now.

and-mouth outbreak in 2001. In
2001, OS made a major contribution
to the outbreak; a search of the
current OS website reveals little
except a statement that they have
been ‘supporting a wide range of
public bodies over the last month
as Covid-19 has developed. Our
customer-facing Consultancy &
Technical Services team, supported
by many areas of our business,
have been working with areas of
the UK and Devolved Government,
Ian Dowman, editor of Geomatics World
Emergency Services and Local
Government on Covid-19 preparedness and response.’
It would be interesting to know more about OS
involvement. We are hoping to include an interview with
Steve Blair, CEO of Ordnance Survey, in our next issue.
Another aspect of Covid-19 which is relevant to our
readers is how geospatial technology is being used to
fight the virus. One technology on which many things
depend is GNSS, which gives a location to individuals,
groups, and vehicles. We do tend to take this for
granted, but without location contact tracing this would
not be possible. A mobile app that uses Bluetooth
signals to determine when users are near each other
has been developed in Singapore and it is reported that
a similar system is now being launched in Britain. The
most obvious use of geospatial technology is providing
visualisations of the spread of the disease. Print media
and television make use of this, but tend to use maps
from third-party providers and Esri is prominent in
providing support.
We entreat you to keep safe and hope that all
businesses will be around to benefit from our Autumn
issue.

Ian Dowman, Editor

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESSES:
The editor welcomes your comments and editorial contributions

Covid-19 prompts a comparison between the role of
Ordnance Survey in the current crisis and the foot-

by e-mail: i.dowman@ucl.ac.uk
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HEADLINES
new era In geosPatIaL data
and serVIces for great BrItaIn
A new Public Sector
Geospatial Agreement
(PSGA) is set to benefit the
public sector, businesses,
developers and academia.
Throughout the 10-year
agreement, Ordnance
Survey (OS) will deliver
enhanced location
information for Great
Britain and transform the
way users access and
work with geospatial data.
Great Britain is recognised
Great Britain is recognised
globally as having some of
globally as having some of the
the best location data. From
best location data.
blue lights to streetlights,
location data is used every single day to support
critical infrastructure and services for the public sector.
In the private sector, data is relied on by thousands
of businesses to deliver insight, underpin decisionmaking, enable products and services, and drive
growth. Building on this world-leading position, the UK
Government, through the Geospatial Commission, has
announced that it will make provision to upgrade the
Crown’s geospatial assets to unlock significant social,
environmental and economic benefit for the British
economy.
https://bit.ly/3chLtcy

PIx4d unVeILs new generatIon of
Photogrammetry and uaV maPPIng tooLs
Switzerland-based photogrammetry leader Pix4D has released its
next-generation software suite addressing the modern-day geospatial
professional challenges. Developed in close collaboration with
customers and partners, Pix4Dsurvey, Pix4Dmatic, Pix4Dinspect
and Pix4Dscan will contribute to revolutionising the way professional
customers operate and deliver their services, the company states. Digital
photogrammetry is an essential part of every modern surveyor’s toolkit
and has contributed to launching hundreds of new drone mapping
businesses around the world. Pix4Dsurvey and Pix4Dmatic represent
the next step in photogrammetry, addressing major challenges in the
geospatial industry.
https://bit.ly/2RC0e1U

Pix4Dsurvey is bridging the gap between digital photogrammetry and CAD by
transforming point data into CAD-ready formats.

N

3d rePo wIns mayor of London’s cIVIc
InnoVatIon chaLLenge
3D Repo has come out on
top as winner of the Mayor
of London’s Civic Innovation
Challenge, winning a cash
prize for their innovative 3D
solution that aims to make
the planning system more
accessible. The awards
3D Repo designed an open-source 3D planning
ceremony took place at the
portal (PlanBase).
London City Hall to mark
the end of the challenge, which originally started with more than 125
entrants, there to take on the most pressing problems facing London.
The Mayor of London’s Civic Innovation Challenge not only delivers
benefits to Londoners, but also offers a fantastic opportunity for tech
start-ups with a route to market.
London’s Chief Digital Officer, Theo Blackwell, said: “The Civic Innovation
Challenge is a unique opportunity for tech companies to tackle some of
the most pressing problems facing our capital. I’m really impressed with
the calibre of entrants this year and the standard of competition means
I’m sure we’ll see some really exciting projects taken to the next level.”
https://bit.ly/34A3ArF

6

aPPLe unVeILs new IPad Pro
wIth LIdar scanner
Apple has
announced its
most advanced
iPad Pro ever,
which even
includes a
Lidar scanner.
Equipped with the
A12Z Bionic chip,
The new iPad Pro.
the new iPad
Pro is faster and more powerful than many PC laptops.
The breakthrough Lidar scanner delivers depth-sensing
capabilities, opening up more specialised workflows
and supporting professional photo and video apps in
combination with the ultrawide camera and studioquality microphones. The Lidar scanner – along with pro
cameras, motion sensors, pro performance, pro audio, a
Liquid Retina display and powerful apps – lends weight
to Apple’s ambition to offer the world’s best device for
augmented reality (AR). The California-based high-tech
giant has been working on bringing Lidar technology to
the consumer market for years.
https://bit.ly/3bavjSj
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HEADLINES
coVId-19 sParKs new onLIne geosPatIaL
heaLth InformatIon VIsuaLIsatIons
In a few short months, the coronavirus pandemic
has had significant and devastating impacts and
changed the way we live and work. Organizations
of all types are quickly adjusting to the new, entirely
virtual, environment for communicating information to
continue operations for essential public services and
develop solutions to advance response strategies.
Geospatial professionals are playing an important
role in helping governments to curb the outbreak of
the virus and to keep our societies running. The shift
to online communication is evident in the massive
increase in virtual meetings taking place, but also by
the proliferation of online information resources, data
services, analytics and visualisation tools being made
available to help with the growing crisis.
https://bit.ly/2XCrYYf

Online open-source genomic epidemiology data visualisation tools by
Nextstrain .

streamLInIng a hIgh-resoLutIon
3d modeL of the sPace shuttLe ‘dIscoVery’
Cesium, a market leader in streaming 3D geospatial technology, has
announced it will collaborate with the acclaimed Smithsonian Institution,
the world’s largest museum, education and research complex, on its
Open Access Initiative. To celebrate the initiative, Cesium will support
the Smithsonian’s ability to stream 3D models of massive objects in its
collection, such as the Space Shuttle ‘Discovery’, over the web in high
resolution for the first time. Through the Open Access Initiative, the
Smithsonian will release about 2.8 million 2D and 3D images, public
collections metadata and institutional research datasets as CC0 for
any purpose: educational and research and commercial endeavours,
creative reuse, computational analysis and innovative explorations.
https://bit.ly/3ciNncT

Cesium high-resolution 3D model of the Space Shuttle Discovery.

water suPPLy comPany PIoneers
wIth 3d asset data technoLogy
MGISS, a specialist in the use
of geospatial technology in the
infrastructure, environment and
energy sectors, is working with
Essex & Suffolk Water to improve
the accuracy and currency of
asset data while future-proofing
corporate systems. This is to
support investment in augmented
virtual reality visualisations and
MGISS helps Essex & Suffolk Water to pioneer with digital twin projects for creating
digital replicas of physical
3D asset data technology.
infrastructure. Working alongside
the design and construction team, MGISS has successfully introduced new
satellite positioning equipment together with techniques to enhance the
positional accuracy of captured data. Field operatives armed with smartphones
running a mobile data collector app can now accurately record the real-world
location, and depth, of new and existing assets. MGISS is also helping Essex &
Suffolk Water process the asset data for onward use in its corporate GIS.
https://bit.ly/3a979X0

cIces Becomes LIcensed memBer
of the engIneerIng councIL
The Chartered Institution
of Civil Engineering
Surveyors (CICES) and
the Engineering Council
are pleased to announce
that CICES has received
approval to become a
Licensed Member of
the Engineering Council
and to assess its members for professional
registration at the grades of Chartered Engineer
and Incorporated Engineer. The institution
previously held Professional Affiliate status.
Engineering Council CEO Alasdair Coates
said: “The Engineering Council’s vision is to
maintain society’s confidence and trust in the
engineering profession. We achieve this through
working with partners across the professional
engineering community and are pleased to see
CICES achieving those standards expected of a
Licensed Member.”
https://bit.ly/2xvv3P4
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HEADLINES
KOREC and NCTech Launch KlearView360°
KOREC and NCTech have announced the launch of
KlearView360°, a streamlined, hosted system designed
for the identification of assets, defects or changes
within images collected by vehicle or backpack.
Developed as a cost-effective solution, KlearView360°
makes vehicle-mounted asset inspection accessible to
local authorities and many others. The system is a joint
partnership between the two companies, combining
NCTech’s iSTAR Pulsar+ high-resolution camera for
capturing 360° imagery at carriageway speeds with
KOREC’s K-Portal cloud-based hosting solution for live
progress monitoring of a project and the assignment
of work orders. KlearView360° also enables work
management instructions to be communicated to
mobile workers for issue resolution via KOREC’s
K-Mobile data capture software, designed to run on
Android, iOS or Windows devices. Accessible through
a standard web browser, the system minimises impact
on existing IT infrastructure and is simple to implement.
https://bit.ly/2RC4LRY

Budget 2020: The Knock-on
Effects for Infrastructure Projects
Mark Coates, Director of Strategic Industry Engagements at Bentley
Systems comments on the UK Budget (this may be revised in the
aftermath of Covid-19, ed).
The Chancellor has set the UK on course for the fastest increase in
public sector investment since the financial crisis. Now comes the hard
part: making sure it pays off.
The £100bn earmarked by the government for a capital injection over five
years could boost economic output by around 0.3 to 0.4% in the short term.
It is focused on getting the whole country “match fit” for Brexit, which
requires a significant and sustained investment in transport and
infrastructure in the North and Midlands, which the past administration
admitted has been underfunded for decades.
However, the boost could be smaller if the sudden demand for labour and
resources from the public sector pushes up inflation, forcing the Bank of
England to keep monetary policy tighter than it would have been otherwise.
In the long term, better infrastructure could raise UK productivity by
around 0.5%, helping to narrow wage gaps between regions, with a
similar boost to the level of gross domestic product.
In practice, the size of any boost to economic growth and living
standards will depend on where the money is spent, whether investment
is well directed, and whether projects are managed well.
Contractors and their supply chain can leverage expected investment in
the March budget into global transport infrastructure opportunities.

KlearView360° mounted on a car

Fuelled by lower interest rates, the current economic environment has
strongly enhanced the global appeal of investing in infrastructure as a
way of generating a financial return and, more importantly, improving
connectivity for businesses, people and communities.
This situation is encouraging participation by institutional and retail
investors, as well as national infrastructure funds, which are attracting
sovereign wealth and pension funds.
HS2 is slowly leaving the station on soon-to-be built rail lines leading to
Manchester and Leeds via Birmingham, but it is leaving, and it will arrive.
The first train might not pull into Manchester or Leeds for several years,
but the demand for connectivity—and rebalancing the economy—is
now more important than ever.
More uncertain, however, is the fate of the third runway at Heathrow.
A recent ruling by the Court of Appeal has found the proposed project
illegal because ministers did not adequately take into account the
government’s climate change commitments. As one newspaper put it,
the court put the planet ahead of the UK PLC.
Britain’s first post-Brexit budget has sent a clear signal on how this
country embraces, invests in and delivers infrastructure projects.

8
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HEADLINES
HxGN Content Program Enables
Machine Learning and Advanced Analytics
The HxGN Content Program conveniently provides subscribers
access to its aerial imagery library covering the United States
and large parts of Europe through the Streaming Service or via
direct pixel delivery. Each dataset is ortho-rectified, accurate,
and available at multiple resolutions ranging from 15cm to
30cm GSD. In addition, stereo imagery and Digital Surface
Models (DSM) of various resolutions are offered to assist with
3D modelling.
Already well-established as a source of orthophotos for use
in geographic information systems (GIS), the value of highresolution aerial imagery has moved far beyond visualizations.
The HxGN Content Program is an excellent source of large
quantities of highly accurate and consistent data to train
machine learning algorithms. Artificial intelligence (AI) expands
the opportunities for numerous applications that benefit from
automated extraction of valuable information.
Machine learning and artificial intelligence provide the efficiency
to perform analytical tasks that are beyond the capabilities
of human beings. By training algorithms to automatically
recognize attributes unique to an object, feature extraction,
analytics and other measurements can be applied to imagery
to produce actionable, location-based information.
However, machines are confused by variations in data,
such as data source, resolution, seasonal differences or
radiometry. Therefore, machine learning algorithms depend
on large, consistent data sets to be successful. Hexagon
achieves consistency by emphasising repeatability in sensor
technology, flight planning, acquisition parameters, and
processing techniques. Hexagon normalizes its datasets
to offer consistent input so that engines can focus on
detecting the correct objects. Entire states and regions are
collected in the same season to avoid a patchwork of irregular
images.
https://bit.ly/2y54DDW

New initiatives from Geospatial Commission
Geospatial Commission to Release Core Identifiers under
Open Government Licence
Unique Property and Street Reference Numbers are to
become the standard way of referencing and sharing address
information about properties and streets across government,
helping to transform public services and boost our economy. In
the same way that everyone has a national insurance number
and every vehicle a number plate, every address has a Unique
Property Reference Number and every street has its own
Unique Street Reference Number. They form the golden thread
of the UK’s world-leading addressing system. To recognise their
importance, the Open Standards Board has mandated that
they will now be the standard way of referencing and sharing
information about properties and streets across government to
improve services and outcomes for citizens, such as helping to
improve fraud detection, creating better waste collection routes,
more accurate insurance quotes and house-buying processes.
Minister for Housing Rt Hon Christopher Pincher said, “I
am delighted by today’s announcement and encouraged
by the new opportunities this presents to digitally transform
public services and boost our economy. “This is the most
powerful boost for the UK PropTech sector in a generation,
unlocking new levels of digital innovation on a national scale.
Open identifiers are crucial for tech entrepreneurs and wider
industry – they will enable housing developers to find sites that
have the most potential, helping deliver much-needed new
homes across the country. “This is an important milestone
in the Government’s commitment to maximising the value of
geospatial data.” Further information can be found in the latest
blog from the Government Digital Service.
This announcement follows on from the Geospatial
Commission’s announcement today that it is to fund a 10-year
Public Sector Geospatial Agreement.
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Housing, Land and Planning Datasets
The Geospatial Commission was
established in 2018 as an expert
committee to set the UK’s geospatial
strategy and promote the best use of
geospatial data. As part of our housing
and planning work, we have been
investigating the barriers to finding and
accessing geospatial data and the
role it could play in meeting the UK’s
Image Credit: psynovec/ housing goals. This webpage supports
the FAIR (Findable, Accessible,
Shutterstock.com
Interoperable and Reusable)
framework. It brings together a range of useful and open
datasets from the hundreds we have identified to make them
more findable, in support of the FAIR framework. We aim to add
additional datasets to this webpage over the coming months.
The public sector has already released a large amount of data
under the Open Government Licence (OGL) and users are free
to use and reuse the information that is available under this
licence freely and flexibly, with only a few conditions.
The amount and variety of data used within housing, land and
planning in the UK is incredible, covering areas such as:
Environmental data
Local Authority planning policy data
Data from our partner bodies: the Geo6 (The British Geological
Survey, The Coal Authority, HM Land Registry, Ordnance
Survey, UK Hydrographic Office, The Valuation Office Agency)
Historic data
Statistics, including the ONS UK housing and planning statistics
landscape Interactive Tool. This is a tool to browse all housing
and planning statistics produced by UK public bodies and the
devolved administrations of Wales, Scotland, and Northern
Ireland and includes data such as housing demand, stock and
supply.
The Geospatial Commission has identified over 300 datasets
that are used during the housing and planning process. They
come from a variety of sources, with a variety of licences, and
not all of them are open. We have brought them together for
the first time in support of our wider Housing and Planning
Programme, and we are now publishing a list of 50, 49 of
which are covered by OGL. In the coming weeks, we will add
further datasets to this list, which will help those looking to
understand what data is available, and how it can be accessed.
Of the 300 we have identified, the British Geological Survey is
the largest data provider with 49 datasets, followed by local
authorities providing 42 datasets. Half of the data sources are
published under the OGL, with many of the datasets being
found on data.gov
If you have suggestions of datasets we should include as
we expand this list in the coming weeks, please email us
geospatialcommission@cabinetoffice.gov.uk.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bringingtogether-housing-land-and-planning-geospatial-datasets

New Guide Helps Find and Classify
Geospatial Datasets Across Search
Engines
The Geospatial Commission
and its six partner bodies have
published a guide to make
it easier to find and classify
geospatial datasets across all
search engines.
The Geospatial Commission and its six partner bodies have
released Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) for publishers:
Best practice guide to make it easier to find and classify
geospatial datasets across all search engines.
This is the second in the series of guides to improve
discovery and usability of geospatial data, after the
publication of the Linked identifier schemes: Best practice
guide last year.
The guide has been created because most users seek out
geospatial data using common search engines and, at the
moment, these are not necessarily finding or prioritising the
authoritative national datasets. By following the tips in the
guide data, publishers can make their data easier to find
by users, who can then devote more of their time to joining
it with other data sets and carrying out analysis to provide
insight and support better decision-making.
Thalia Baldwin, Geospatial Commission Director, said,
“Again, our partner bodies are working collaboratively and
drawing on their network of peers across government to
produce a new guide that will help to make a real difference
to how easily geospatial data can be found. This guide sits
alongside the first one we published on Linked Identifiers and
together they provide a valuable resource for data publishers
who are interested in increasing the use and value of their
data.”
Shona Nicol, Head of Data Standards, Scottish Government,
added, “By implementing these recommendations, data
publishers stand to benefit from increased visibility of their
data among a wider audience, while people wanting to
use geospatial data are more likely to find what they are
looking for. For example, by using this guide, the Scottish
Government has already identified that its webpages are
not being optimally indexed by search engines because
they are not tagged using the industry-standard Markup
Language Schema.org. By making this change, the Scottish
Government will dramatically increase the chances of
potential users finding its data.”
The Geospatial Commission would welcome feedback on
its guides. If you would like to participate, please contact
geospatialcommission@cabinetoffice.gov.uk.
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-guide-helpsfind-and-classify-geospatial-datasets-across-search-engines
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BOOK REVIEW

by STEPHEN BOOTH

Drones: The Brilliant,
the Bad and the Beautiful
For surveyors, drones or UAVs are simply another tool in the armoury. They are platforms
on which to mount sensors – camera, video, infrared, multi-spectrum etc. But for other
professionals they have provided a tool; in the words of the author, ‘to explore the world
differently’. For the general public, they have provided a gadget for all sorts of fun and
mischief.

Although it is only in the last decade
that interest and applications have
grown, driven by ever greater sensor
miniaturisation and cheapness,
they have been an option for our
community and its links with the
military for much longer. As long ago
as 2005, GW’s sister publication
Engineering Surveying Showcase
published a detailed review of
models available and possible
deliverables. That year, they featured
for the first time at the annual World
of Geomatics event, the ancestor of
today’s GEO Business.
For those seeking detailed tables of
current models and their capacities,
this is definitely not the book. Andy
Miah’s Drones is a much deeper
and more philosophical discourse
– ‘symbolic of a range of societal
aspiration and anxieties about
technology’.
It is extremely well researched and
referenced and begins by tracing the
origins of the title word. Now, some
years ago, I was chatting to a UAV
developer who was studying closely
the behaviour of winged insects to
gain insight into how they moved so
rapidly, hovering momentarily before
zooming off in a new direction. It is
therefore not surprising to learn that
the author traces the word’s origins
to bees and, particularly, a remotecontrolled plane of the 1930s, named
the Queen Bee (alas no mention of
P.G. Wodehouse’s Bertie Wooster’s
favourite club, ‘The Drones’).

There follows a chapter on design
- I’ll bet you didn’t know the
ubiquitous four-rotor design actually
dates back to inventor Etienne
Omnichen’s quadcopter of 1920:
the Omnichen 2 (no mention of what
happened to version 1).
By far the most important chapter
for us is that on Regulating Drones.
The regulatory environment is
constantly in the public gaze and
changing both here and abroad.
Surprisingly, the CAA first published
a set of regulations 20 years
ago. Their latest edition, only last
year, was perhaps fuelled by the
rapid rise of consumer use and
the shenanigans at Gatwick over
Christmas 2018. Today, all drones
have to be registered and, in the
US, over 1 million have already
done so. There is even a UN
advisory group with a toolkit of
principles for nations to consider.
Critical, however, for wider and safer
use will be onboard navigation for
geofencing, along with no fly zones;
all now possible with the latest
sensors and the Internet.
A chapter headed The Brilliant
examines many interesting
applications, ranging from Disney’s
Paint Copter for mundane
maintenance painting of hard-toreach sites, to an ETH Zurich PhD
project involving a team of drones
building a wall. The best for this
reviewer was the UAE’s Drones for
Good $1 million prize, which in 2015

By: Andy Miah
Published by:
Emerald Publishing
ISBN: 9781838679880
Price: £16.99

went to the Wadi Drone project
that captured data from ground
camera stations set to record
passing wildlife. Having seen some
of the unique footage, it is another
reminder of how modern technology
can be used for the wider good of
humanity.
Overall, for surveyors this book may
stimulate the reader to consider
new apps, whilst being kept firmly
grounded in the risks and likely
impact of intrusion into others’
personal space and activities.
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POLICY WATCH

by JAMES KAVANAGH

Coronavirus and Government Initiatives

Well, we certainly didn’t see
that coming! The Covid-19
virus has swept across the
world in a matter of weeks and
most of us are now living in a
reality that would have seemed
more the preserve of a science
fiction-orientated dystopian
future only a short time ago.
Population lockdown, social
control, climbing death rates,
health systems in crisis and the
prospect of economic recession
James Kavanagh, Director of the RICS
make most journals and
Land Group.
technical commentary defunct
and a little small; however, many are trying to
maintain a semblance of normality and are even
preparing for the new post Covid-19 that we will,
in due course, emerge into.
RICS has been trying to support members, and staff,
during this period in numerous ways. We have made
all of our conferences, CPD, webinars and online
training free to access and use for all RICS members.
More details can be found on our training and events
page. RICS has also produced continuously updated
COVID-19 webpages and if there is an issue we have
not addressed in our guidance, please let us know by
emailing covid19@rics.org
SUPPORTING YOUR WELL-BEING
Whilst you are all working hard to maintain operations,
I know that it will be a testing time and that extra support
for our well-being can often go a long way. Lionheart, an
independent charity for RICS professionals can offer free
and confidential advice, financial support, professional
counselling and legal advice. They are available to
support RICS members as well as APC candidates
globally, so do make use of this service.
Most of our RICS standards and professional guidance
production is in abeyance, with the Imagery 6th edition
Guideline Note due to go into consultation in late
summer 2020; the GNSS 4th edition starts its review in
autumn 2020 and the Boundaries 4th edition Guideline
Note aims for consultation in autumn 2020. Covid-19
permitting, we still have one eye on the annual
neighbour disputes roadshow in November/December
2020.

Covid-19 swept away all geospatial-orientated events
this spring with high profile cancellations such as the
World Bank Land conference, UNGGIM/Cambridge
Conference 2020 and FIG Amsterdam. Closer to home,
GeoBusiness 2020 has been postponed until late
September and has moved venue to Excel, London
https://www.geobusinessshow.com/. The global
geospatial profession has been particularly adept
at providing a plethora of online and free-to-access
webinars and conferences during this period.
Class of your own – many of you will follow the
wonderful Alison Watson on the ‘socials’ and will also
have read about the launch of the new DEC survey
school in the latest CICES CES journal –
more details on how to get involved and help
@ www.designengineerconstruct.com
GOVERNMENT POLICY ON GEOSPATIAL
There have been several important UK geospatial policy
announcements during spring.
The government has announced a new 10-year Public
Sector Geospatial Agreement with Ordnance Survey
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/governmentannounces-new-10-year-public-sector-geospatialagreement-with-ordnance-survey. Geospatial data
underpins Britain’s public services such as emergency
planning, building our homes, protecting our
environment, supporting our transport and helping
our security services to keep us safe. The Geospatial
Commission has announced it is increasing the location
data available to the public sector across England and
Wales. Any public sector organisations, ranging from
health and emergency services, town, parish, and
community councils through to central government
departments can sign up via Ordnance Survey to use
the data, free at the point of use. Known as the Public
Sector Geospatial Agreement, it will be delivered by the
national mapping agency, Ordnance Survey and will
start from 1 April 2020.
The Geospatial Commission has brought together
a collection of fifty housing, land and planning open
datasets to make data easier to find for the sector, see
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bringingtogether-housing-land-and-planning-geospatialdatasets. This is an incredible online resource of
datasets and really puts geospatial information at
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the heart of helping to fulfil the UK’s chronic housing
shortage.
The Homes England Land Hub lists the sites available
for development or disposal by Homes England,
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/homesengland-land-hub. Of course, land availability is one of
the most crucial elements of house building and this
new Land Hub helps developers find appropriate sites.
In the Spring budget, apart from the enormous
Covid-19 stimulus package announced by the
new Chancellor Rishi Sunak, https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/budget-2020-documents,
there were also several other geo and land elements
that caught the eye:
2.97 HM Land Registry (HMLR) – HMLR will be
provided with £392 million to transition from a Trading
Fund into part of central government. This funding
includes £350 million that will be offset by HMLR

Most of our RICS standards
and professional guidance
production is in abeyance
returning its income to the Exchequer, and £42 million
of funding to allow HMLR to continue with its ongoing
project to digitise land registration in England and
Wales, and enable further innovation in the property
market and the wider UK economy.

Policy watch

2.212 Non-UK resident Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT)
surcharge – The government will introduce a 2% SDLT
surcharge on non-UK residents purchasing residential
property in England and Northern Ireland from 1 April
2021. This will help to control house price inflation and
to support UK residents to get onto and move up the
housing ladder. The money raised from the surcharge
will be used to help address rough sleeping. (47)
From the connected policy paper ‘Planning for the
future ‘‘, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
planning-for-the-future , the government will ensure
that land for housing is built out: “We will act to
make it clearer who owns land by requiring greater
transparency on land options. We will explore wider
options to encourage planning permissions to be built
out more quickly.”
There is also the possibility of a land tax in the
announcement on business rates and taxation, https://
www.gov.uk/government/publications/business-ratesreview-terms-of-reference/hm-treasury-fundamentalreview-of-business-rates-terms-of-reference .
As already mentioned, I want to underline that RICS
is here for its members during the Covid-19 crisis
and we are working with our geospatial colleagues
in kindred organisations such as CLGE, FIG, AGI,
TSA, CICES and agencies such as OS, HMLR and
the Geospatial Commission on making sure that our
geospatial industries emerge stronger and are at
the heart of the accelerated digital transformation of
society. If you have any comments, do contact me
@ jkavanagh@rics.org
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UNDERCURRENTS

by MALCOLM DRAPER WITH STEPHEN BOOTH

Virus times, loose animals, gradients and force majeure

Well, we do seem to be living
through strange times. None
of us who survive it will forget
the coronavirus lockdown.
Perhaps the oddest feature is a
reminder of what might happen
to the planet if humanity was
to pop its clogs permanently.
Video images from Llandudno
in North Wales show flocks of
goats wandering the streets
and parks, and feasting off front
gardens.
Malcolm Draper
Owner of Rentalengt

For surveyors, too, these are
strange times. A quick ring round
of some survey contacts found
those doing engineering surveying
still busy setting out batter rails
and banging in pegs, whilst others
in more specialised fields were
quiet; indeed, one self-furloughed
surveyor we spoke to was busy
doing grocery deliveries to selfisolating folk in the country. By far
the busiest was a surveyor specialising in boundary
work, who reports new enquiries every day.
The boundary sector is a shrewd move as the work
is only marginally dependent on development or
construction. If Undercurrents’ boundary expert is to
be believed, it’s mainly private individuals who keep
the profession turning over, confirming David Powell’s
dictum that the typical boundary disputant is retired,
has a Skoda, a daughter in Canada, reads the Daily
Mail and can be described as being “on the edge”.
Essential, of course, is that you’ve nurtured a ten-year
grudge against a neighbour’s new fence which nibbled
an inch or two into your garden. Now you have that
nice retirement lump sum and nothing much to spend
it on, so why not launch a legal action? For disputants
with deep pockets and much land to defend, there can
be lucrative expert witness work.
A STEEP TALE FROM SMALL COUNTRIES
Do people really understand percentages? We recall a
tale of a canny trader, asked by his bank manager what
he did: “I buy things for a pound and sell them for five
pounds. I make 4% profit”. For roads, we prefer using

the ‘1 in...’ method for gradients – percentages can
lead to ambiguity, as the following tale confirms.
A competition, with surveyors as arbiters, has broken
out between New Zealand and Wales. A street in
north-west Wales claims to be the world’s steepest.
Ffordd Pen Llech in Harlech has a gradient of 37.5% at
its steepest point. The claim has annoyed residents of
Baldwin Street in Dunedin, New Zealand who believed
their 35% gradient held the world record. So, often
these claims are dependent on exactly where you
measure the gradient from/to. Like the height of Mount
Everest, it’s probably something surveyors return to
regularly to check to see if perhaps ground heave or
some other phenomena has changed the slope.

Oxford DICTIONARY: force majeure – irresistible
compulsion or coercion; an unforeseeable course
of events excusing a person from the fulfilment of
a contract.

How many of you have been prevented from working
by the Government’s lockdown regulations, and are
still having to pay rent for premises you can’t use,
leased vehicles you can’t drive and equipment you
cannot operate during this crisis? The thought occurs
to Undercurrents: could the concept of force majeure
be a source of relief from the effects of the virus?
Although force majeure is not recognised in English
law, unlike many European jurisdictions, it nevertheless
does appear from time to time and is defined in some
contracts.
Lawyers tend to lick their lips, we’re told, at
opportunities when force majeure is mentioned. In
commercial contracts, a force majeure clause is there
to protect against occurrences beyond the reasonable
control of a party, freeing them from liability or
obligation when an extraordinary event or circumstance
beyond their control occurs (such as a war, strike, riot,
crime, epidemic) or an event described by the legal
term Act of God (hurricane, flood, earthquake, volcanic
eruption, etc.), and prevents one or both parties from
fulfilling their obligations under the contract. In practice,
most force majeure clauses do not excuse a party’s
non-performance entirely, but only suspend it for the
duration of the force majeure.
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The NEC (New Engineering Contract) does not mention
force majeure but does include wording of events that
neither party could have prevented or that stop the
contractor from completing the works. The building
industry’s JCT Form SBC 2016 (Joint Contracts
Tribunal) clause 2.29.15 refers to force majeure
but leaves it undefined. Such an event entitles the
contractor to additional time for a force majeure event;
the ICC (2018 Infrastructure Conditions of Contract)
defines force majeure as outside the control of the
parties, not attributable to default of either party and
renders performance impossible.
There is better news if your contract is under the RICS
Terms and Conditions of Contract for Land Surveying
Services (2009). Clause 15 Force majeure states: “The
Surveyor shall not be liable for any failure to perform
the Work either at all or within any particular time if
performance is delayed, hindered or prevented by any
circumstances beyond the Surveyor’s control.”
It is not, of course, the coronavirus per se that is
causing problems but the Government’s imposed
lockdown and restrictions on trade; the latter being
the more likely force majeure candidate. So whilst
the pandemic caused by the virus could have been
foreseen (even if not by the Government), the draconian
consequences probably could not.
One final thought: if bankruptcy looms, you are allowed
to keep ‘the tools of your trade’ so make sure you grab
that GPS-enabled total station before the liquidators
get it.
DRONES AND AEROFILMS
Undercurrents, like many of us, is doing a lot of reading
at the moment. You may already have seen the review
on page 11 of Drones – The Brilliant, the Bad and
the Beautiful by Andy Miah. Another interesting title
is currently being sold for a very modest £9.99 by
Postscript Books. Published by English Heritage and
previously sold at £25, Aerofilms – a history of Britain
from above has 224 large format pages (25 x 30 cms).
It’s a great record of Britain between the wars and
for a while after, plus of course the company’s history
and origins. Lots of oblique shots of towns, cities, and
events; a terrific browse and read.
MISCELLANY
The coronavirus seems to have flipped our world
upside down. Old folks are sneaking out of the house
and their kids are yelling at them to stay indoors. “It’s
for your own good!”.
Did you know that on the Canary Islands there’s not
one canary? And on the Virgin Islands? Same thing –
not one canary.

There’s not much time for a proper miscellany column,
but Undercurrents was delighted to chat recently to
Ron Craven, one of the founders of Plowman Craven
and now long retired, but still very chatty and alert.
It was also nice to hear from Gordon Andreassend who
writes from Hong Kong in response to the November/
December issue’s mention of Wilson Whineray. He
adds, “I was in the same class as him at Auckland
Grammar School. He was a great guy even then, and
the most complete sportsman that I have ever met.”
It’s not often chartered surveyors get a mention in
the national press. One of the political sketch writers
recently described Britain’s stand-in prime minister,
Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab, part of the team
giving us our daily briefing, as having changed from
psycho killer (Raab is a boxing blue as well as a
karate black belt) to suburban chartered surveyor and
Rotarian. Good to know we’re not psychos but not so
sure about the suburban epithet.
That’s all folks! Let’s hope we’ll be able to report busier
times in the next issue of GW in the autumn.

Undercurrents is a joint column by Malcolm Draper and former GW
editor Stephen Booth. Do feel free to drop us a line with any (vaguely!)
relevant surveying stories to: rentamalc@aol.com. For the sake of a
good story we are always prepared to change names, details etc to
protect the innocent as well as the guilty.
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RIEGL AIRBORNE LASER
SCANNERS & SYSTEMS

OBITUARIES

Peter Fothergill
Green 1927 – 2020
Peter Green, stalwart of Fairey Surveys for thirty
years, passed away on 22 January 2020 aged 92.

RIEGL WAVEFORM LIDAR TECHNOLOGY

for use on AIRPLANES or HELICOPTERS

Choose the scanner exactly right for
your special surveying mission!
VQ-1560 II
Dual channel airborne mapping system
for ultra-wide area / high altitude
mapping of complex environments
• up to 2.66 million meas. / sec
on the ground
• high-performance IMU/GNSS system
and camera(s) fully integrated

VQ-780 II
Airborne laser scanner engine
for mid-sized wide area /
high altitude mapping applications
• up to 1.33 million meas. / sec
on the ground
• ideally suited for customized
system configurations

VQ-480 II / VQ-580 II
Airborne laser scanning system especially
suited for corridor mapping applications
up to 4,400 ft AGL
• optionally integrated IMU/GNSS
system and camera(s)
• lightweight design also ready
for integration on larger UAVs

Also explore RIEGL‘s proven LiDAR sensors
for bathymetry and for UAVs www.riegl.com

Peter was the eldest son of a north-country vicar and his wife. He
grew up in Aberdeen where he gained a life-long love for Scotland.
After boarding school, he did his National Service in the Durham
Light Infantry, followed by university at Kings College Newcastle,
later to become Newcastle University, where he studied land
surveying. He then studied at the School of Military Survey, after
which, in 1951, he joined the Directorate of Overseas Surveys and
was posted to the Gambia and then to Nyasaland (Malawi).
He joined Fairey Surveys (later Clyde Surveys) in 1961, starting
with overseas spells in Pakistan, Jordan and the Bahamas,
but eventually becoming UK-based and an expert in precise
engineering surveys. His projects included surveys for nuclear
power stations, the Dinorwig pumped storage scheme, London
Underground River Line (Jubilee Line) and monitoring of hydroelectric dams. His pride and joy was the Mekometer, in its day
the most precise distance measurement equipment available.
He was also an avid programmer and his love of technology was
infectious. At work, Peter was reliable, practical, innovative, always
warm, polite and patient, and completely without ego.
Peter met a Belgian girl called Huguette whilst youth hostelling in
Scotland in the 1950s. They married in 1957 and had a son and
daughter. To compensate as best he could for his long absences
overseas, he would take the family hostelling in France in the
summer. He maintained an enthusiasm for science throughout his
life, was a keen photographer and always stayed up to watch The
Sky at Night. He is survived by his son Peter, daughter Anne-Marie
and granddaughter Ellie.

Gordon Petrie
1931-2020
We are very sad to report that Professor Gordon Petrie passed
away on Saturday, 4 April at the age of 89. Gordon joined the
University of Glasgow in 1958 and remained there until his
retirement in 1995, although he remained an active researcher and
visitor to the Department of Geographical and Earth Sciences
until his death.

newsroom.riegl.international

We will publish a full obituary in the next issue of GW.
RIEGL LMS GmbH, Austria | RIEGL USA Inc. | RIEGL Japan Ltd. | RIEGL China Ltd. | RIEGL Australia Pty Ltd.
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InSAR AND BIM

by MARIA DE FARAGO BOTELLA AND ANDREW IWANOCZKO

Satellites for Multiple
Asset Structural Monitoring
Critical infrastructures such as nuclear power stations, LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas)
terminals, railways and motorways in critical locations, cover vast sites which have to be
efficiently monitored and, on many occasions, heavily instrumented in specific locations as
a reaction to a known failure or repair. Sometimes, construction on large sites can affect
or jeopardise operations on older infrastructures adjacent to the site. In addition, the fact
that there are so many surveying instruments and monitoring solutions on offer makes it
very difficult for asset managers to choose one, and, if more than one, connect all that vast
amount of data to enhance infrastructure maintenance. Every instrumentation system is
tailored to a specific purpose, to measure in a specific direction, with certain frequency,
or to survey in very specific locations. This means that the overall asset and infrastructure
behaviour is often missed. Likewise, by just looking at the big picture, the detail can be lost.

WHAT IF?
However, wondering, as engineers
do…
what if we could measure motion
from a high density of fixed
positions entirely remotely and
assess this motion through time
in a cost-effective way? Could we
also integrate measurements of a
specific asset, asset components
or ground dynamics to analyse
behaviour all in one system?
And, what if those measurements
were linked in such a way that they
didn’t just show displacements and
structures affection in a location, but
also gave rise to a detailed temporal

understanding of the behaviour of
the entire structure?
What if it could raise alerts for early
warnings or, even, what if we could
predict failure?
How might a Regulator feel if it was
possible to undertake such analysis
and gain insight on critical national
infrastructures? To what extent did
the structures in Fukushima, Japan
or Ponte Morandi in Italy move? And
what kind of threat is that to the life of
the asset or even to human lives? We
can never be really sure as the analysis
was never undertaken in advance.
The concept of Satellite Structural
Health Monitoring (S-SHMTM) was

therefore conceived as a new way
of analysing and understanding
the behaviour of assets and
infrastructures as a whole,
integrated in their ecosystem. When
built, infrastructures are conditioned
by their structural quality and also
by their physical environment: they
are one entity. S-SHMTM is based
on the integration and modelling
of satellite derived measurements
of displacement (InSAR) with a 3D
Building Information Model (BIM),
asset structural information and
other sources of data such as
geotechnics. This new capability
is centred on the development of

>

Figure 1. Visualisation of InSAR movement, Red: greater than 20mm, Amber 10 - 20mm, Green 0 - 10mm.
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InSAR AND BIM

Figure 2. The structures at Hinkley Point in HPA.
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Figure 3. The projection of the PS (Permanent Scatterers)
measurement points on the Hinkley Point structures.

early warning and the prediction of
structural deformation, allowing the
asset condition to be highlighted
and aiding decision-making for
multiple assets management.
CASE STUDIES
This new approach has
been adopted for two critical
infrastructure sites:
East India & Canning Town
stations (London) for Transport
for London (TfL). S-SHMTM was
applied to the connecting railway
track and surrounding regions with
historical InSAR HR (High resolution)
surface movement data from 20112015 from the COSMO-SkyMed
StripMap (3m/pixel resolution)
radar satellite. Outputs provided
an independent validation of the
S-SHMTM concept. Amber and Red
thresholds were exceeded between
October 2013 and May 2014, which
was validated by a TfL assessment
report identifying surface ground
movement greater than predicted
from the indicative scheme. This
was due to dewatering between late
2013 and early 2014 in the vicinity
of the River Lea. It was detected
using in-situ sensors and had raised
red triggers around the area.
Figure 1. shows the visualisation
of InSAR surface movement on
17 October 2013 and 28 March
2014 in the same location, showing
the variation of assets stability in
green to exceeding the threshold of
subsidence in red.
Hinkley Point nuclear power
station (EDF), where the structural
health of the three lifecycle stages
of the Nuclear Power Station were

monitored: construction (Hinkley Point
C-HPC), operations (Hinkley Point
B-HPB) and decommissioning (Hinkley
Point A-HPA). S-SHMTM analysis was
performed on the structures of HPA
and B, showing overall stability of
the structures and some subsidence
developing towards HPA caused by
dewatering activities occurring in the
HPC construction phase. However,
while these observations could not
be validated due to the unavailability
of local onsite measurement data, the
overall S-SHM method did show the
future of surveillance of large critical
infrastructure assets such as nuclear
power stations.
Figure 2 shows the structures in
HPA and Figure 3 the projection
of the PS (Permanent Scatterers)
measurement points on those
structures.
S-SHMTM METHODOLOGY
The S-SHMTM process combines
InSAR data with 3D model
information by means of feature
identifiers and classifying InSAR
data into customizable groups
and scenarios. This allows a
series of structural health tests
to be performed. Warnings are

Figure 4. InSAR data set alignment on the
3D model.

given when specific persistent
scattering (PS) measurements
exceed customized thresholds.
The S-SHMTM process is designed
around three interconnected layers,
These layers are Master Map Layer,
3D Layer and SAR Layer.
S-SHMTM takes the analysis
beyond the 2D environment by
incorporating InSAR into structural
stability algorithms that allow
asset condition to be highlighted,
thus aiding asset management of
multiple assets. This is an extremely
powerful transformational capability
for asset managers of large estates.
The combination of satellite
displacement measurement data
with BIM and structural modelling
ensures that the satellite derived
data can be directly actionable
- the results provide not only
information on displacement but
also on the health of the structure.
S-SHMTM can achieve a lower
per-asset cost by sensing from the
satellite rather than placing in-situ
sensors. However, the integration
of measurements from other
surveying systems along with InSAR
will increase the richness of the
assessment on asset health.

Figure 5. InSAR data set alignment
on the TM Topographic lines.
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The S-SHMTM process is split into
four phases, these are configuration,
alignment, classification and test.
In the configuration phase, all input
data is gathered and configured.
The input data mainly consists of
information about the assets and
surrounding areas from the Asset
manager and topographic Maps
(TM). Data over the Area Of Interest
(AOI) is acquired in this phase.
Satellite imagery over the AOI may
be acquired before and/or during this
phase in order to establish the InSAR
baseline. The gathered input data is
ingested into a relational database.
In the alignment phase, alignment
is performed between 3D model
geometric data sets, InSAR data
sets and topographic data sets.
Figures 4 and 5 show InSAR data
set alignment on the 3D model and
on the TM Topographic lines. In the
classification phase, classifications of
InSAR data points with respect to a
Group of Features take place. These
Groups of Features are formed by
3D model and TM features which
are customizable from using python
scripts.
In the test phase, the classified
data is put through the pre-defined
tests such as Line of Sight (LoS)
displacement analysis, time series
analysis or other complex tests.
Tests can be related to health
condition, routine monitoring and
also the prediction of structural
health. The outputs are presented
in a format that can be viewed in
3D visualisation capability. The
set of tests can be defined after
consultation with the user. To
perform a test on each InSAR
point of its LoS displacement, RAG
(Red, Amber, Green) thresholds are
defined. When the absolute value of
a PS measurement on a particular
date exceeds the threshold assigned
to the RAG, then the InSAR is
flagged. This is the basic test on LoS
displacements within a scenario.
Additional tests can be developed
and added to the software.
This video shows the visualisation of

the East India & Canning Town DLR
stations (London) for Transport for
London (TFL). (LINK TO A VIDEO)
S-SHMTM SCALABILITY AND
THE FUTURE
S-SHMTM is scalable and can be
updated to include any structural
tests such as uniform raising/
lowering of particular structures or
single faces, a very strong uptrend
of measurements with respect to its
baseline, up bias of measurements
with respect to its baseline, stable
measurements with respect to its
baseline, down bias with respect to
its baseline, a very strong downtrend
of measurements with respect to its
baseline and oscillations with respect
to a baseline.
One of the key conclusions of the
work has been that the remotely
sensed structural health of multiple
assets is not only feasible, but it also
provides high quality and reliable
outputs on structural health and
the surrounding regions. It can be
implemented without the need for
in-situ instrumentation; however, the
more data integrated, the more robust
the understanding of infrastructure
behaviours will be. This approach
is particularly useful for difficult-toaccess and hazardous environments
such as nuclear power stations,
chemical plants, offshore locations
and other extreme environments.
As mentioned at the beginning
of this article, assets and
infrastructures cannot be studied
in isolation to fully assess their
resilience; the surrounding
environment has to be part of
the condition analysis of this
symbiotic relationship. This is
the next development in this
innovative approach to completing
the structural heath analysis of
the assets within the natural
environment, looking at both the
direction impact caused by natural
processes such as landslides,
flooding, seismicity, karstification,
and soil mechanics. The cycle will
have been completed when the

whole infrastructure ecosystem
has been built up as a Digital Twin,
where the past, present and future
behaviours can be analysed.
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the development of S-SHMTM.
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FURTHER READING
- Shawn B (2005) Practical Issues in Real-World
Implementation of Structural Health Monitoring
Systems, Shawn J. Beard et al, SPIE Smart
Structures and Materials + Nondestructive
Evaluation and Health Monitoring. https://apps.dtic.
mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a442245.pdf
- Please check the video that shows the visualisation
of the East India & Canning Town DLR stations
(London) for Transport for London (TFL) at www.
geomatics-world.co.uk/content/article/satellites-formultiple-asset-structural-monitoring.
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Feature

by Mathias Lemmens

How Major Cities May Benefit from a Hybrid Sensor System

Simultaneous Capturing
of Lidar and Imagery
People continue to migrate from rural areas to major cities, driving sustained urban growth
and increasing the demand for accurate, detailed and up-to-date 3D city models. The
creation of such models is still a cumbersome endeavour but new advancements, such as
the combination of three sensor types – nadir camera, oblique cameras and a Lidar unit – in
one and the same geodata acquisition system, may bring relief. Aerial surveys conducted in
major cities in the UK and Ireland demonstrate the potential of this solution.

Cities will continue to grow as long
as the world’s population keeps
flocking to urban areas. In western
countries, migration from rural to
urban areas started in the early
1800s, and by the early 1900s 15%
of the global population was living
in cities. This will have increased
to 60% by 2030, thanks in part to
the large-scale shift towards urban
living in Africa and Asia which began
in the mid-1990s. This population
concentration has created dozens
of urban agglomerations with
over 10 million inhabitants, called

Figure 1: View of the CityMapper, which
combines – in a single pod – a nadir-looking
multispectral camera (RGB + NIR), four
oblique RGB cameras and a Lidar unit.
(Courtesy: Leica Geosystems)

megacities. According to a study
of the world’s demography by
Euromonitor International, in the
decade between 2020 and 2030
six new megacities will emerge:
Chicago, Bogota, Luanda, Chennai,
Baghdad and Dar es Salaam. By
2030 there will be 39 megacities,
which between them will be home
to nearly 10% of the population
and produce 15% of the world’s
gross domestic product (GDP).
The liveability and sustainability of
megacities rely on well-functioning
roads, subways, railways, bridges,
schools, hospitals and other public
services.
3D City Models
Most modern cities and megacities
have become complex, multifaceted
3D landscapes. Those responsible
for the management, security
and development of these
major cities require detailed
3D models of buildings and
infrastructure to support them in
their tasks. 3D models are usually
produced manually from stereo
photogrammetry. Accurate and
detailed 3D city models are in
high demand, but expensive to
produce. Realistic views require
rendering with images, which is a
labour-intensive activity. Often 3D
city models consist of rendered
polygon meshes that are common

in computer graphics, gaming and
animation. For 3D city modelling,
mesh models are used for
visualization, line-of-sight analysis,
risk assessment, noise modelling,
flood modelling, master planning
and much more. They are also
indispensable for creating smart
cities.
Mesh Models
A mesh is a group of edges, lines
and faces that define the surface
shape of a 3D object. The faces
often consist of a network of
triangles usually referred to as a
triangular irregular network (TIN).
The higher the point density is, the
denser the mesh and the more
detailed the representation of the
3D object will be. If the points
constituting the triangles are
represented in the same reference
system as images, photorealistic 3D
objects can be combined to create
an entire city highly automatically.
Airborne Lidar and vertical and
oblique aerial images are well suited
to the creation of 3D city models.
Mesh models are often regarded
as purely visual 3D models.
However, limiting their use to
visualization purposes alone would
do an injustice to their full potential.
Particularly when georeferenced
at decimetre accuracy or even
higher, such 3D data can be used
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for measuring distances, heights,
surfaces and volumes. In addition
it allows line of sight and other
types of analysis, shading and flood
modelling. Once it is known that a
collection of adjacent meshes form
a building or other coherent object,
it is possible to assign an address,
market value, BIM information
or other information to the
conglomerate of meshes. Attributing
semantic information allows queries
and intelligent analysis to be
conducted.
Bottlenecks
There are several bottlenecks in
the creation of 3D mesh models
of cities. One of the bottlenecks
concerns the acquisition of
homogeneous data over the entire
survey area. Point clouds generated
from images show impediments,
even if the images are acquired
with high overlaps and using
dense image matching techniques,
resulting in the extraction of no – or
unreliable – points for some areas.
Reasons for these shortcomings
include:
- Occlusion: in narrow streets or
urban canyons, some objects may
block the view of other objects
such as building facades. To
extract 3D points from images, it
is a fundamental requirement that
objects are visible in at least two
images.
- Presence of shadows: although
dense image matching based on
semi-global matching is highly
robust against the absence of
edges and texture, it may still cause
unreliable matches.
Today’s airborne Lidar systems
are able to create point clouds
with high point density. However,
the points have only one spectral
value, which is the intensity of the
return pulse. Nevertheless, the
returns are not affected by the
presence of shadows caused by
sunlight, which is a clear advantage
compared to photogrammetry.
Since objects only have to be visible

Figure 2: Principle of the Maltese cross concept. (Courtesy: M. Lemmens)

from one viewpoint, airborne Lidar
is less affected by occlusion than
photogrammetry.
CityMapper
To tackle the above-mentioned
bottlenecks of photogrammetry on
the one hand and airborne Lidar
on the other, Leica Geosystems
has combined three sensor types
in the world’s first hybrid airborne
geodata acquisition system. Called
CityMapper, this system combines –
in a single pod – one RCD30 CH82
multispectral camera for capturing
nadir imagery, four RCD30 CH81m
cameras for capturing oblique
imagery and one Lidar unit (Figure
1). The nadir and oblique-looking
heads are arranged according to the
Maltese cross concept (Figure 2).
The images of nadir camera
captures RGB and the near-infrared
(NIR) at 0.78 to 0.88µm. The four
oblique cameras capture RGB
imagery at 45 degrees forwards,
backwards, left and right. The
nadir imagery can be captured at a
ground sample distance (GSD) of
three centimetres with a potential

accuracy of 6cm root mean square
error (RMSE). At the centre of the
image, the GSD of oblique images
is approximately 75% of the nadir
GSD due to a combination of
looking angle and focal length.
When the nadir imagery has a GSD
of 5cm, the GSD of the oblique
imagery at the centre will be 3.7cm.
The Lidar unit emits laser pulses
with a wavelength of 1,064µm and
a pulse repetition frequency of up to

>

Figure 3: Oblique RGB image of the Tower
Bridge, London. (Courtesy: Bluesky)
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700kHz. The accuracy is 6cm and
the point density is 15 points per
square metre at a flying height of
750m. None of these three sensor
types nor their specifications are
new. The workflows of generating
outputs from the three data types
are well established and operational
in many photogrammetric
companies. What is new is that
incorporation in a single pod and
using a single control unit enables
the imagery and Lidar point clouds
to be acquired simultaneously. This
simultaneous data acquisition offers
many advantages for the creation
of 3D city models. For example,
Lidar pulses are able to penetrate
street canyons where there may
be shadows due to obscured
sunlight, and in narrow streets –
where occlusion might prevent
cameras from obtaining two views
– Lidar can double the chance of
successful data capture.
Use Cases
CityMapper has been extensively
deployed in Asia for accurate
and detailed 3D mapping of new
megacities with huge skyscrapers,
which have been constructed at
a breathtaking rate since 2000,
and interest is now growing in
Europe too. In 2018 and 2019,
UK-based aerial mapping company
Bluesky captured parts of
London, Manchester, Birmingham,
Cambridge, Oxford and several
other UK cities. Figure 3 shows an
oblique image of the Tower Bridge
and Figure 4 shows a 3D mesh
model of the area around St Paul’s
Cathedral, both in London, and
Dublin, Ireland, was also surveyed
(Figure 5).
The nadir and oblique images as
well as the Lidar point clouds are
processed using HxMap, which
contains tools for data download
and raw quality control. Additional
tools for aerial triangulation,
radiometric adjustments and
point cloud registration and

georeferencing are available.
Subsequently, the data is further
processed to digital surface models,
digital terrain models, orthoimages
and other products derived from
CityMapper imagery and Lidar
point clouds which Bluesky calls
‘MetroVista’. As part of a major
transport infrastructure project, a
photorealistic MetroVista 3D mesh
model was used to gain insight into
the impact of proposed construction
by adding the object to the accurate
3D mesh model at the exact
location and orientation. The model
of the existing real world combined
with the proposed development
allowed the nature and scale of the
development to be communicated
to stakeholders and the general
public.
Challenges
Needless to say, the creation
of sophisticated, high-accuracy
products which benefit city
governments, managers and
planners alike is not without
its challenges. An aerial
photogrammetric survey produces
large data volumes that require
parallel processing and hence
significant investment in hardware
and software in order to process,
disseminate and share them
efficiently and reliably. Other
challenges include the weather in
the UK, which is often not ideal
for conducting aerial surveys. The
flying height – between 1,000m
and 1,800m – is lower than
standard aerial surveys, which
can be beneficial since it is often
below cloud cover. However, the
lower flying height can also draw
increased attention from air traffic
control in the crowded airspace
above cities and megacities, leading
to delays. Moreover, the flying
speed – which at around 220km/h
is slightly slower than for traditional
survey flights – increases the data
capture time, which may cause
issues with permissions or weather
windows.

Figure 4: Partially rendered 3D mesh model of St Paul’s Cathedral,
London. (Courtesy: Bluesky)

Figure 5: Oblique RGB image of the Aviva sports stadium, Dublin,
Ireland. (Courtesy: Bluesky)
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3D CITY MODELLING

by Jantien Stoter et al

State of the Art in 3D City
Modelling - Six Challenges
Facing 3D Data as a Platform
Semantically enriched 3D city models have the potential to be powerful hubs of integrated
information for computer-based urban spatial analysis. This article presents the state of
the art in 3D city modelling in the context of broader developments such as smart cities
and digital twins, and outlines six challenges that must be overcome before 3D data as a
platform becomes a reality.

3D city models, as digital
representations of urban areas,
can be used to facilitate many
applications, such as urban wind
and dispersion simulations, energy
studies, noise studies and various
types of analysis that require a
planned architectural design to be
placed in its context (e.g. line of
sight and shadow analysis, clash

detection with cables and pipelines
in the underground, impact of wind
circulation, see Figure 1). These
3D models, which also contain
semantics, are different from 3D
meshes (as found in computer
graphics and the gaming world) and
from raw point clouds. These can
be used for visualization and visual
analysis, but they are not suitable

Figure 1. Determining the impact of wind circulation with 3D city
models, taken from Sanchez (2017).

Figure 3a. Part of the 3D city model of Valkenburg, the Netherlands.
Elements that can be represented in a 3D city model include:

for most other spatial analysis
purposes.
In order to allow for the
development of advanced
applications, a 3D city model
should describe the geometry
and attributes of all the individual
elements that are typically present
in a city, e.g. the terrain, roads,

>

Figure 2. Example of a 3D city model from Swisstopo. (Courtesy:
https://map.geo.admin.ch)

Figure 3b. 3D city model of Helsinki. (Courtesy: https://kartta.hel.
fi/3d/#/)

buildings, vegetation, water bodies, built-up areas, green areas,
roads, etc. (Courtesy: Dutch Kadaster)
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water bodies and buildings (Figure
2). In addition, relevant semantic
information can be included with
the geometries, such as the year
a building was constructed, the
number of people living in it and the
construction materials it is made of –
all important information to optimize
circular economy flows or energy
consumption. Such semantically
enriched 3D city models potentially
represent powerful hubs of
integrated information to be used
for computer-based urban analysis
purposes, including in the context
of broader developments such as
smart cities and digital twins.
Advances in technologies for the
collection of 3D elevation information
through Lidar and photogrammetry
have made it relatively easy for
practitioners in different fields to
automatically reconstruct 3D city
models (see Figure 3 for a couple of
examples). These models typically
contain mainly buildings, but other
object types are increasingly being
included too, such as roads, bridges,
trees (see Figure 4) and water. The
availability and applications of 3D
models are still increasing in the fields
of city planning and environmental

simulations, as listed above.
Furthermore, since elevation data
can be acquired at relatively low cost,
this data can be frequently updated.
It is also possible to reconstruct 3D
city models covering the same region
at different periods in time.
3D city models have the potential
to play a crucial role in shaping
the future. This holy grail of 3D
city models that goes beyond 3D
visualization requires an integrated
approach to 3D city modelling
based on the implementation of 3D
data as a platform. In this approach,
the same up-to-date, 3D virtual
representation of reality serves
different urban applications and at
the same time offers an environment
for integrating the findings of
different applications. However,
before 3D data as a platform
becomes a reality, the following
challenges must be overcome:
Challenge 1: Consistency
between models
The first challenge is the lack of
consistency between 3D city models
covering the same area. Currently,
3D city models are generated
independently, often using different

Figure 4. Modelling of trees at different levels of detail taken from Ortega-Córdova (2018).

base (sensor) data, reconstruction
methods and software. Therefore,
the resulting models often
significantly differ in their geometry
(e.g. a collection of surfaces versus
a volumetric representation),
appearance and semantics.
Moreover, as these models are
stored using different formats (XML,
graphics or binary formats), their
underlying data models often also
differ. Substantial differences can
even occur when models that were
originally identical are processed
independently, either through
mismatched updates or through
conversions between different
formats (e.g. in an attempt to deal
with software incompatibilities). All
these differences have profound
consequences in practice, such
as affecting the applications for
which a 3D model can be used, the
processing that is necessary to use
it and the likely errors that will be
present in the end result. It is thus
important to be aware of the way
3D city models are modelled and to
provide this information explicitly in
the metadata of the model.
Challenge 2:
Standardisation
To ensure consistency, both
for geometry and semantics,
standardisation is essential. The
OGC standard CityGML is the
main standard for storing and
exchanging 3D semantic city
models. Its aim is to define the
basic classes that can be used to
describe the most common types of
objects present in a 3D city model,
their components, their attributes
and the relationships between
different objects. Although most
CityGML examples and datasets
focus on buildings, CityGML also
represents other feature classes,
such as land use, relief, roads
and railways, vegetation, bridges
and city furniture. While CityGML
prescribes a standard data model
for a ‘generic’ city, it is possible
to extend it for specific domains
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by defining application domain
extensions (ADEs), such as for the
energy demand of buildings or
for a country-specific data model.
The main issue with ADEs is that
software packages and libraries
often cannot automatically read and
process the application-specific
information from them because
extensions do not need to follow
many prescribed rules.
CityGML is used both as an
information model (in the form of
UML models of its classes) and
an encoding model, which is an
XML-based representation using
geometric definitions from the
Geography Markup Language
(GML). One challenge when working
with CityGML-encoded data is
that software support for CityGML
is still limited. This is partly due
to the huge number of possible
ways in which objects can be
defined in CityGML, which makes
full implementation difficult (i.e.
the software needs to support all
possible situations). In addition, XML
(and thus GML) can be verbose and
complex, which makes it impractical
for many applications.
There are other solutions that
implement the CityGML data model
to overcome these problems. One
is 3DCityDB, which is an opensource database, built upon Oracle
Spatial or PostGIS, to store the
CityGML data model in a relational
database. Another alternative to
CityGML encoding is CityJSON,
which is a format that encodes a
subset of the CityGML data model
using JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON). CityJSON was designed
with programmers in mind, so that
tools and APIs supporting it can be
quickly built. It is also designed to
be compact, with a compression
factor of around six when compared
to XML-based CityGML files, and
is friendly for web and mobile
development (i.e. it supports the use
of 3D data beyond exchanging data).

Figure 5. The 3D city model of Oberwil (Switzerland) in CityJSON. (Courtesy: The Amt für
Geoinformation Basel-Landschaft.)

CityJSON v1.0 was released in 2019
and is supported in several software
packages including viewers, 3D
modellers, 3D city model generators
and GIS software (Figure 5).
Challenge 3: Data quality
Quality – or lack of it – is another
issue that limits the sharing of
3D city models between different
software systems and applications.
As highlighted by Biljecki et al.
(2016), most openly available
3D city models contain many
geometric and topological errors,
e.g. duplicate vertices, missing
surfaces, self-intersecting volumes,
etc. Often, these errors are not
visible at the scale on which the
datasets are visualized or they
are not a problem for the specific
software in which they are modelled.
As a consequence, practitioners
are unaware of the issue. However,
these errors prevent the datasets
from being used in other software
and for advanced applications,
and that is essential to facilitate
3D data as a platform. All these
geometric errors could be prevented
if modelling software forced the
3D geometries to comply with ISO
19107, i.e. connecting surfaces,
planar surfaces, correct orientation
of the surfaces, watertight volumes,
etc. Another solution to this problem
could be to use automatic repair
algorithms. However, these are

still often semi-manual, plus it is
possible that fixing one error could
introduce a new one elsewhere.
Challenge 4: Data
interoperability
The conversion of semantic 3D
city models from one format to
another is challenging, both from a
geometric point of view and because
of incompatible semantics. In the
case of the IFC standard used
in building information modelling
(BIM), it is desirable to integrate
into a 3D city model the highly
detailed models that have already
been generated for the design and
construction of a building. However,
the automatic conversion between
IFC models and CityGML models is
not straightforward. For a building
which is modelled according to
both standards, for instance, the
mappings between the semantic
classes are complex because
different semantic information
is attached to the geometrical
primitives in the two models.
Moreover, IFC has many more
classes, whereas CityGML contains a
limited number of classes structured
in a hierarchy. In addition, a simple
house can easily be made up of a
thousand volumetric elements in
IFC, whereas in CityGML it contains
just the outer shell and a few other
elements such as doors, windows
and chimneys. As a consequence

>
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of these differences in semantics,
coupled with the fact that different
software and geometric modelling
paradigms are used, it is rather
difficult to reuse data from other
domains. OGC (2016) and Arroyo
Ohori et al. (2018), among others,
explain in more detail the issues
preventing automation of the process
and provide recommendations for
better alignment of both standards.
This requires a better understanding
of how detailed BIM models are
needed in GIS-based applications
and how GIS-contextual data can be
better accessed from BIM software.
Deriving the GIS-relevant concepts
from a detailed BIM model that
can act as an interface between
both domains is considered as a
crucial step forwards (see Figure
6). In addition, georeferencing of
BIM models is needed to be able
to locate them in their geographical
context.
Challenge 5: Data maintenance/governance
Many governmental organizations
have invested in their own 3D city
models. However, despite growing
awareness of the importance of
up-to-date 3D city models, they
often fail to put strategies in place
for updating the models and
maintaining different versions of
the data. One potential method to
do so would be to use data about
new designs structured in IFC/
BIM models. However, this requires
good agreements regarding the

design data to be submitted and
the preprocessing of the IFC/BIM
data (e.g. deriving georelevant
concepts such as the footprint and
outer envelope in a georeferenced
context), as well as organizational/
institutional agreements (i.e. Who
is responsible for the data? How
can it be ensured that the IP of the
architect/designer is respected?).
Challenge 6: From utopian
pilots to real-world use
cases
Technical innovations regarding
3D data usage that look promising
in prototypes and pilots may
encounter problems in practice. A
real-world production setup usually
covers larger areas and requires
more automation, which can make
it more difficult to monitor and
control the data quality. In addition,
solutions that work well for small
test areas are pushed beyond their
limits (both in terms of performance
and situations they have to cover)
when applied to large areas like
complete cities or even countries.
Further attention is therefore needed
to obtain higher-quality 3D city
models and building models so that
they can indeed form the basis for
a 3D data platform serving a wide
variety of urban applications. This
requires more precise definitions of
specifications, as well as validation
mechanisms to check whether
the 3D data acquired meets those
specifications. ‘Higher quality’
does not necessarily mean ‘greater

Figure 6. Deriving GIS-relevant concepts (spaces) from a collection of volumetric elements
in a BIM model.

precision’; it means up-to-date 3D
data without errors and aligned
with the specific needs of urban
applications rather than serving
visualization purposes only.
Not all challenges facing 3D data
as a platform are technical ones.
Organizations that want to implement
3D as a platform often lack the
latest knowledge and skills to do
so. This can range from gaps in
their knowledge of issues regarding
the acquisition, maintenance and
dissemination of 3D data, to a lack
of understanding of urban data
quality, how to express it in metadata
and how data quality impacts on
the outcome of urban applications.
There are also institutional and
organizational issues facing 3D
data, e.g. what 3D data should be
available, where and how it should
be available, who is responsible for
updates and maintenance, and how
to integrate larger-scale publicsector 3D city models with detailed
private-sector architectural models of
individual buildings.
Conclusions and future
outlook
More and more 3D city models
are becoming available at different
levels of detail, for different periods
in time and for different applications.
It is therefore important to have
adequate ways to store such
historical collections of 3D city
models in a manner that is both
standardised and structured with
semantics. The ability to translate
the physical world into a virtual
reality has become a valuable asset
in the design, planning, visualization
and management of a wide range
of urban applications such as
noise, heat stress, pollution, etc.
However, an increase in complexity
(i.e. 3D city modelling beyond
visualization) often comes at the
expense of usability, interoperability
and maintenance. Current practices
still show a lack of specific and
user-friendly software to deal with
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3D city models, as well as several
disconnected and inefficient
software options, while data
integration is an inherent component
in 3D city modelling. This integration
needs further attention in order
for 3D city models to serve as
‘digital twins’ of reality and provide
information for a wide variety of
applications. The integration of
sensor data in a 3D city model is
another area that needs further
development to turn 3D city models
into dynamic representations
of reality. Lastly, the integration
of highly detailed and differently
structured IFC/BIM models remains
an area for further study as well as
for further agreements to support
integration.

This article has listed the current
challenges standing in the way of 3D
city models being used for sustainable
urban environments. Based on this
list, it may seem as though a lot still
needs to be done. While that is true,
over the past decades there has of
course been a huge increase in the
number of 3D city models available
and many developments in terms
of acquiring, modelling, maintaining,
using and visualizing them. All of this
has laid a foundation for realizing
the potential of 3D city models. By
tackling the challenges described in
this article, another major step can
be taken so that the 3D city model
indeed will become a powerful
information hub that can be used for
computer-based urban analysis.
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Hydro International Interviews Mark Heine, CEO of Fugro

Working for a Safer and
More Sustainable World
Mark Heine is chairman of the board and CEO of Fugro, which has its headquarters in the Netherlands. Fugro is the
leading and largest specialized survey company in the world, serving the full lifecycle of assets, and calls itself a geodata
specialist. For the avid mountaineer Heine, challenges are never too high to take on, not even heading up a multinational
in transition, from a company largely dependent on the oil and gas industry to one that wants to co-create a sustainable
and liveable world. We talked to Mark Heine about leadership style, strategies for finding new employees, and Seabed
2030. About this ambitious project, Heine says “Commercial companies need to work together with NGOs and academia
to make this happen.”

Fugro claims to support
a saFer and more
sustainable world. How?
“Through the nature of our work, we provide
information about the Earth and structures built
upon it to help design, build and operate our
client’s assets in a safe, sustainable and efficient
manner. We are therefore experts in
understanding the risks of overusing the Earth.
Also, we are a company that gets half of its
revenue from the oil and gas industry but now
also has 50% of its activities in offshore wind,
infrastructure and nautical. Climate change is
therefore a topic of daily discussion.
Hydrography plays an increasingly large role for
Fugro, also because of climate change, as we
map coastlines and coastal zones to learn more
about tsunami hazards or rising sea levels.
“Much of Fugro’s land business has a direct
impact on sustainable infrastructure
development. Fugro is increasingly involved in
projects that map and mitigate the impact of
climate change. Growth in renewable energy is
strong and has global reach. We’ve chosen five
Sustainable Development Goals, namely 7, 9,
11, 14 and 15 and their sub-goals, as focal
points of our policy, we now have to work
towards meeting these goals.”
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“Our expertise has always contributed to our
purpose by creating a safe, liveable and
sustainable world, but as a company we may be
a bit modest in promoting it more widely.”

How does a company tHat is
active in over 60 countries and
Has almost 10,000 employees
practise wHat it preacHes?
“An extra dimension to our purpose is that
we are able to deploy our technology and
expertise – that inherently contributes to a more

emissions from our vessels and other measures
mean that we carry out our services for our
clients with a reduced carbon footprint. I dare to
say that people, planet, profit are incorporated
in Fugro.”

is developing tecHnology
a part oF tHat process?
“Very much so. We incorporate innovations in
technology into integrated digital solutions for
our clients. We make full use of technological
developments in visualization, robotics,

‘We are growing very fast in the offshore
wind sector, which now accounts for
around 14% of our revenue. That was
close to zero in 2016 and only 7% in 2017’
sustainable world – in more efficient ways
these days. We don’t need to send as many
people offshore as we used to, so less health
and safety exposure, fewer flights, lower

connectivity and advanced analytics to provide
safer, faster, more efficient and better quality
services; all in a more sustainable way. As an
example, we are sending fewer people offshore
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due to the possibilities to do a lot of work from
our seven remote control centres, where we
process and analyse data onshore. The actual
surveying can be done using unmanned
technology, such as AUVs or ROVs.”

can you tell me a little more
about tHe breakdown oF clients
per sector For Fugro? does tHis
breakdown reFlect a sHiFt From
Fossil to renewable energy?
“As I mentioned, we are growing very fast in the
offshore wind sector, which now accounts for
around 14% of our revenue. That was close to
zero in 2016 and only 7% in 2017. Oil and gas
have come down from 76% in 2014 to 51% last
year. In nautical, although traditional
hydrography for charting is falling, water and
flood protection and general charting is growing
and made up 7% of our revenue in 2019, from
4% in 2017.”

wHere does tHe increase
in nautical stem From?
“Firstly, parties such as NOAA and UKHO, who
have always outsourced, have increased this
outsourcing in recent years. Countries like
Sweden and Australia are also looking at
outsourcing. Australia is a particularly good
example, as it is surveying vast amounts of sea
around the continent and is asking commercial
parties to take care of that, at least in part. This
is a logical step, because it is getting harder to
keep up with technology every year; not just
buying new and updated hardware and
software, but also keeping employee’s skills
up-to-date. Governments are looking closely at
how to manage this process, because they
don’t want to get out of touch completely of
course. This is why some governments are
even asking commercial parties like Fugro to
educate staff, for example at hydrographic
offices. Secondly, there are quite a few
philanthropists who are putting a lot of money
into charting the seabed and the ocean,
sometimes just out of a spirit of adventure and
competition to get to a remote and often deep
spot in the ocean for the first time. Despite the
competition, we see more and more
consultation and discussion taking place
between these parties. Fugro also
takes part in this, for example by making
our data available.”

Mark Heine, CEO of Fugro.
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one oF tHe most ambitious
projects in tHis respect migHt
well be tHe gebco seabed 2030
initiative, to map tHe entire
seabed by 2030. Fugro is largely
involved in tHis. wHat does
your involvement entail?
“Seabed 2030 is in a phase in which cooperation
between the commercial sector, the NipponFoundation and GEBCO academia is crucial to
take the project to the next level. If we really want
to map the entire seabed by 2030, we need to
take big steps. For this purpose, we have already
provided Seabed 2030 with data for hundreds of
thousands of square kilometres. Technology, for
example unmanned surface vehicles, will play a
crucial role. In all honesty, 2030 is impossible,
because we would need a hundred years of
continued surveying to reach the goal, which
would mean ten vessels out there every day of
the year for the next ten years.”

crowdsourced batHymetry
is oFten spoken oF as a solution
to get as close as possible
to tHe end goal in 2030.
do you Feel tHe same way?
“Crowdsourced bathymetry is reality and is
happening. For example, we have deployed a

“I completely understand the trend. A lot of
manufacturers of survey equipment are dealing
with a market that expects lower prices for
products. Equipment is therefore being
manufactured in cheaper countries. These
companies often see it as a good strategy to
offer services as well. However, that is not
always easy because they are almost obliged to
use their own hardware, while it may not always
be the best for the job. Buying a services or
software company is a good way of buying
some market share. It could lead to conflicts,
when traditional service providers like us
see suppliers turning into competitors,
but so far we haven’t seen any real threats
entering the market.”

Fugro is a company witH a very
specialiZed Focus, otHer tHan
a lot oF engineering companies
witH a broader scope. does
tHat make you vulnerable?
“Not at all, geo is in everything and the fact that
we are focusing on geodata and that we call
ourselves geodata specialists makes our
services interesting to all kinds of industries. We
are the specialist that you want to hire if you
want to know if the site you are about to develop
is the right one, if you want to construct safe

‘I am fervent believer in team work.
I believe that a good team will reach
higher goals than an individual’
lot of our vessels with survey equipment for
continuous surveying, as have other commercial
parties. There are hundreds of systems out
there. But the complicating factor is of course
that we are all sailing the same shipping routes.
This has a reason: taking a more inefficient
route is unsustainable and therefore
counterproductive, so this is a difficult
one to crack.”

nowadays, lots oF Hardware
manuFacturers are buying
soFtware companies to be
able to provide services as
well. do you see tHis trend
as a danger to Fugro?
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buildings or wind parks on that site, and if you
want to monitor the site afterwards. As a
company, we are crucial in multiple stages and
that puts us in a very good position.”

Fugro Has a lot oF vacancies.
are you able to Fill
tHese easily tHese days?
“We are looking for a lot of specialized people,
such as geodesists, data analysts and specialists
in for example site characterization, but we also
see many new positions appear through
innovation and technology like C# software
developers and C++ developers. So it is
obviously more challenging to find these people.
Candidates that apply often have the right basis,

and we educate them further in-house in our
Fugro Academy. We recently launched a special
programme called U.Gro, in which we pitch for
master’s students to train further. This is active
now in Europe and Africa, and we will soon roll
it out in the Americas and Asia-Pacific as well.
We are a very culturally diverse company with
many different nationalities. We combine our
global reach with a local presence. This ensures
that we understand local business procedures,
cultures and traditions and allows us to compete
against local participants. Also, we like to focus
on gender balance, and we are therefore
specifically looking for women to come and
work with Fugro. Currently, 20% of our
management is female, and we want to bring
that up to 25% as soon as possible.”

wHat is your leadersHip style?
“I am fervent believer in team work. I am not an
authoritarian leader. I believe that a good team
will reach higher goals than an individual. That
is how I try to manage as well. In my first full
year of being a CEO, it was very important to
shape a team around me that works well
together. We have adapted the organization at
the top level and we now have a much more
dynamic and diverse team, although with a lot
of experience, that works closer to the business.
It’s the enthusiasm and energy that we want to
bring over to all levels of our organization, and I
think we are succeeding in that.”

you are known to be an avid
mountain climber. can
you still make time For tHat?
“Yes, sure. I try to make time every now and
then to climb, although it may not be as long
and as high as in earlier years, but certainly I
am still fit and like to take part in a short
expedition!”

Mark Heine is chairman of the board and CEO of Fugro. He
graduated from the Technical University of Delft in the
Netherlands as a geodesist in 2002, having joined Fugro in
2000 as a data management manager. He went on to climb
the ranks in the Dutch survey and geodata specialist
company and became managing director in 2008. In 2012,
he became regional director of Europe and Africa, and in
2015 a member of the executive committee. Ten years later,
he was appointed chairman of the board and CEO. Mark
Heine is vice-chair of IRO.
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SURVEY
EQUIPMENT HIRE,
PURCHASE, TRAINING
AND SERVICING.
Opti-cal Survey equipment is a full solution to
all your surveying needs.
Working with us is fast and easy. With nation-wide coverage and
an integrated branch network, you can receive the closest available
equipment.
Your instruments are in safe hands. We offer in-house calibrations,
servicing and repairs on a wide range of equipment.
Support when you need it. An expert team solely committed to
technical support is always standing by when you’re on the job.
Not sure about using your instrument? No problem. Our training
team can come to you or can host you at our offices or training centres.
Your equipment arrives safe and sound, ready to use. A fleet of
over 30 delivery vehicles ensure punctual, safe delivery and collection of
equipment.

Contact Us:
0330 678 0181
sales@surveyequipment.com
www.surveyequipment.com
Find us on

